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It was too late for Xiao Liejun and they regretted how much.

One by one Leviathan struck.

“Build a position! Ready to fight!!!”

“The expendables are ready! The Mecha Legion will first send out small and medium-sized mechas for
testing!”

Xiao Liejun gave an order.

Hundreds of small and medium mechas rushed out.

However, even small mechas are almost 40 to 50 meters in height, and medium mechas are almost 70
to 80 meters in height.

The size is almost comparable to Leviathan.

In the previous battle with that group of giant creatures, these mechas made great contributions.
In a one-on-one situation, it won’t let the wind fall, and it can even fight back.

Now that I can’t figure out these giant creatures, I can only detect them by the mecha first.

The mecha group was very fast, and they encountered dozens of Leviathans in the blink of an eye.

Here Xiao Liejun and the others are waiting anxiously.

They hope this group of giant creatures are as weak as the last time they encountered…

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

Soon the mecha group launched an attack to wipe out all Leviathan.

But everyone was surprised to find that all the attacks were useless against Leviathan.

Not even one of their scales can be scraped off.

Let alone hurt them.

Does the attack work?

Sure enough, the information received before is the same!

The group of giant creatures in front of you is far more than before…

Waiting for the mecha group to respond, the Leviathans rushed forward.

They lifted the mecha directly into the air, tearing it into pieces.

The small mecha is crushed with one foot…

The mecha group has no combat effectiveness in front of them…

Soon hundreds of mechas became a pile of scrap iron…

The current is still sizzling…

shocked!

Xiao Liejun and the others were completely dumbfounded!

These mechas use the most advanced aerospace-grade materials and are developed by major
technology companies such as Kunlun Industry.

Arguably the strongest metal…

